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C MATH

In the first issue of zbNEWSwe briefly reported about the re-
lease of the swMATH prototype. In our second issuewewant
to present the project and its features in more detail.

The goal of the swMATH project is to create a novel informa-
on service for mathema cal so ware. Funded by the Leib-

niz Associa on, swMATH is a joint project of theMathema s-
ches Forschungsins tut Oberwolfach and FIZ Karlsruhe with
support from ZIB, MATHEON, and WIAS in Berlin and the Fe-
lix Klein Center for Mathema cs in Kaiserslautern.

swMATH not only offers open access to a comprehensive
database with informa on onmathema cal so ware; it also
provides a systema c collec on of references to so ware-
relevant publica ons: each so ware package in swMATH is
linked to relevant peer-reviewed mathema cal publica ons
in zbMATH. By systema cally connec ng mathema cal so -
ware with publica ons, swMATH provides valuable informa-
on on the actual usage of a certain package. Moreover, de-

velopers benefit from the systema c collec on of literature
references to their work by an independent ins tu on.

Building and maintaining a fairly complete and up-to-date
so ware database is a very difficult task due to the dynamic

character of so ware development and the heterogeneous
quality of the available metadata. Feedback from the com-
munity is thus very much needed and highly appreciated.

We therefore kindly ask you to visit
www.swmath.org

and to evaluate the swMATH prototype. In order to gather
feedback on the needs of the mathema cal so ware com-
munity, we created an online ques onnaire available at

https://de.surveymonkey.com/s/swMATH-survey.

Thank you for par cipa ng in this survey by May 31.

The official release of the swMATH service is scheduled for
December 2013. Un l then, a couple of tasks have s ll to
be accomplished: further improvement of the data quality,
comple on of the web interface, implementa on of update
strategies. The last point is crucial for the long-term perspec-
ve of any so ware service since informa on about so ware

quickly become out-dated. Therefore we are working on the
implementa on of tools (e.g. automa c homepage verifier)
and processes to keep swMATH up-to-date and to assure a
consistently high data quality. In this respect, swMATH bene-
fits from being embedded in the technical, logis cal and per-
sonal infrastructure of FIZ Karlsruhe. Recently, a process has
been established which ensures the detec on of new math-
ema cal so ware packages by the editors of zbMATH.

Contact: contact@swmath.org

A zbMATH
Correct a ribu on of scholarly authorship is one of the
most cri cal challenges faced by bibliographic services and
digital libraries. Our usage sta s cs and surveys show that
targeted author queries are predominant in the naviga on
pa erns of the zbMATH users.

Since 2008 zbMATH offers an independent search interface
for author queries, directly accessible at

http://www.zentralblatt-math.org/zbmath/authors/.
Each author in the database is assigned a unique iden fier
and a profile page. For instance, Paul Erdős' can be found at
www.zentralbla -math.org/zbmath/authors/profile.xml?

q=ai:erdos.paul.

The author database is open access and does not require a
subscrip on to zbMATH.

The improvement of the zbMATH author database is a prior-
itary endeavour for our editorial office. Several approaches

and proposals are underway to automate certain aspects of
the author iden fica on task. Among them are machine-
learning and natural language processing techniques that
make use of specific features of scholarly communica on
and contextual informa on surrounding bibliographicmeta-
data, such as coauthor networks and cita on pa erns.

Nevertheless, no algorithm can disambiguate ourmore than
5 million author signatures with 100% precision. The collab-
ora on of our readers to supplement intellectual insight on
mathema cs authors is always extremely appreciated.

Please check your own author profile and send your com-
ments and correc ons to authorid@zentralblatt-math.org.

A zbMATH
The vast amount of informa on available in zbMATH mo -
vates the need for an intui ve-to-use, powerful, and visually
appealing interface. A redesignedwebpage for zbMATH is in
the making and will be launched very soon. Stay tuned!
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